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SUMMARY

In many contexts, decision-making requires an accu-
rate representation of outcome variance—otherwise
known as ‘‘risk’’ in economics. Conventional eco-
nomic theory assumes this representation to be per-
fect, thereby focusing on risk preferences rather than
risk perception per se [1–3] (but see [4]). However,
humans often misrepresent their physical environ-
ment. Perhaps the most striking of such misrepre-
sentations are the many well-known sensory after-
effects, which most commonly involve visual
properties, such as color, contrast, size, and motion.
For example, viewing downward motion of a water-
fall induces the anomalous biased experience of up-
ward motion during subsequent viewing of static
rocks to the side [5]. Given that after-effects are
pervasive, occurring across a wide range of time ho-
rizons [6] and stimulus dimensions (including proper-
ties such as face perception [7, 8], gender [9], and
numerosity [10]), and that some evidence exists
that neurons show adaptation to variance in the
sole visual feature of motion [11], we were interested
in assessing whether after-effects distort variance
perception in humans. We found that perceived vari-
ance is decreased after prolonged exposure to high
variance and increased after exposure to low vari-
ance within a number of different visual representa-
tions of variance.We demonstrate these after-effects
occur across very different visual representations of
variance, suggesting that these effects are not sen-
sory, but operate at a high (cognitive) level of infor-
mation processing. These results suggest, therefore,
that variance constitutes an independent cognitive
property and that prolonged exposure to extreme
variance distorts risk perception—a fundamental
challenge for economic theory and practice.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To measure the effects of prior adaptation on the perception

of variance, we devised several novel techniques to precisely
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control the nature and degree of variance across numerous

different visual representations. The first is the most common

representation of financial variance, the volatility of a stock mar-

ket index. We developed a stylized version of what traders

routinely experience on a typical Bloomberg terminal. Brownian

motion depicting trajectories of a stock market index was dis-

played as a moving line plot that was dynamically re-drawn on

screen from right to left (Figure 1A; Supplemental Experimental

Procedures).

56 participants underwent a period of prolonged (50 s) passive

exposure (henceforth, the ‘‘exposure period’’) to the Bloomberg

stimulus. In 16 experimental trials, the exposure period in half of

the trials consisted of high volatility (45%), and in the other half

low volatility (2%). Each exposure period was immediately fol-

lowed by a test phase, which featured a 20 s medium-volatility

(10%) Bloomberg stimulus. Two ‘‘diversion trials’’ featuring me-

dium volatility during the exposure period and high or low vari-

ance in the test phase, as well as three ‘‘control trials’’ in which

exposure and test stimuli both had medium volatility, were

randomly interspersed between standard trials. The mean level

of the Bloomberg stimulus index systematically varied across

all trials (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Par-

ticipants had to rate the perceived volatility of the test stimulus

on a five-point scale, using the mouse pointer to click the rele-

vant button. See Movie S1 and Figure 1A.

Figure 1B shows the test data for each individual participant.

All participants except two showed an after-effect in the

predicted direction. The reported variance was significantly

higher after exposure to low variance than after exposure

to high variance, according to our battery of statistical tests

(Welch t test: t = 7.52, p z 0, one-sided; Wilcoxon signed-rank

test: z = 6.44, p z 0; see Tables S1A and S1B). Formal regres-

sion analysis revealed no relationship between response latency

and the after-effect (see the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures).

Participants thus had a systematic bias to report the Bloom-

berg test stimuli as being lower in variance after exposure to

high variance than after exposure to low variance, although vari-

ance in all experimental test stimuli was the same. To test the

robustness of this effect, we ran a replication of the experiment

with another group of participants (N = 31) using a different set

of volatility parameters (high: 40%; low: 7%;medium: 13%; cho-

sen to closely reflect real-world volatility—high, low, and

medium volatility levels of the S&P 500 �40%, 5%–7%, and

13%, respectively [12]). The previous results were fully replicated

(Welch t test: t = 3.2, p = 0.001; see Figure S1).
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Figure 1. Variance After-Effect for a Bloomberg Line Plot of Variance

(A) Timeline for the Bloomberg experiment. In the exposure phase, Brownian

motion with either high (45% volatility) or low (2% volatility) variance level was

displayed for 50 s. In the test phase, the medium variance was depicted by a

10% volatility Brownian motion display, and subjects reported their perceived

variance using the mouse pointer. ITI, 30 s inter-trial interval.

(B) Measure of the after-effect for each task participant. *, reported variance

post low-variance exposure, averaged across experimental trials. 0, reported

variance post high-variance exposure, averaged across experimental trials.

Black vertical line, after-effect is in the predicted direction (reported variance

after low > reported variance after high). Gray line, absence of after-effect

(reported variance after low < reported variance after high).

See also Movie S1, Figure S1, Table S1 for stats, and Table S2 for response

time analysis and mean variance reports from the diversion trials.
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Figure 2. Variance After-Effect for the Balls-in-Buckets Depiction of
Variance

(A) Timeline for the multi-bucket experiment. In the exposure phase, a single

bucket was highlighted at any one time, the highlight jumped from bucket to

bucket to show the given numerical distribution over time. In the test phase,

the medium variance was depicted by the same multiple-bucket design, and

subjects reported their perceived variance using the mouse pointer. ITI, 30 s

inter-trial interval.

(B) Graphical depiction of the data from experiment 2; see Figure 1 for a

description.

See also Movie S2, Figure S2, Table S1 for stats, and Table S2 for response

time analysis and mean variance reports from the diversion trials.
Next we assessed whether the after-effect we observed using

the Bloomberg variance stimulus was specific to this particular

motion-based representation of variance or whether it would

generalize to other, categorically different, depictions of vari-

ance. Generalization to other different representations of vari-

ance would suggest that the adaptation and after-effects were

not particular to a specific perceptual feature, such as motion,

suggesting a high-level cognitive after-effect.

To probe variance after-effects in a categorically different rep-

resentation of variance, we designed a new experiment that

conceptually replicated our original experiment except for the

depiction of variance. Our new stimulus displayed a row of 17

buckets, each holding a different number of balls (ordered

from 0–16). Variance was depicted by moving a highlighted

segment left and right over each bucket (Figure 2A). Participants

passively watched a sequence of highlighted numbers drawn

from a normal distribution with either high variance (SD = 3.0)

or low variance (SD = 0.3) for 50 s, followed by a test stimulus,

in which they were required to report their perceived variance
of a medium variance sequence (SD = 1.0) on a scale of 1–5

(see Movie S2 and Figure 2A).

Figure 2B shows the results from 52 participants. We

observed the predicted after-effects, i.e., higher ratings of vari-

ance after exposure to low variance than after exposure to

high variance, in most of our participants (Figure 2B, black verti-

cal lines). The data are somewhat noisier than in the original

experiment, which was expected given that variance judgments

are harder to make under this abstract representation of vari-

ance. Nevertheless, the statistics clearly showed a significant

after-effect (Welch t test: t = 4.19, p < 0.0001). Again, to test

robustness, we replicated the results of the multi-bucket exper-

iment with a fresh 31 participants using a different set of SDs

chosen to closely reflect real-world variance (high: 4; low: 0.5;

medium: 1.3) and found similar results (Welch t test: t = 3,

p = 0.002; see Figure S2).
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Figure 3. Variance After-Effect for the Single-Bucket Depiction of

Variance

(A) Timeline for the single-bucket experiment. In the adaptation phase, a single

bucket was shown for 50 s; the number of balls in it varied across frames,

showing the given numerical distribution over time. In the test phase, the

medium variance was depicted by the same single-bucket design, and sub-

jects reported their perceived variance using the mouse pointer. ITI, 30 s inter-

trial interval.

(B) Graphical depiction of the data from experiment 3; see Figure 1 for a

description.

See also Movie S3, Table S1 for stats, and Table S2 for response time analysis

and mean variance reports from the diversion trials.
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Figure 4. Variance After-Effect for the Mixed Generalization

Experiment
(A) Timeline for the mixed, single-then-multi-bucket experiment. The exposure

phase consisted of the single-bucket depiction of variance as in the third

experiment. The test phase consisted of the multi-bucket design as described

in the second experiment. ITI, 30 s inter-trial interval.

(B) Graphical depiction of the data from experiment 4; see Figure 1 for a

description.

See also Movie S4, Table S1 for stats, and Table S2 for response time analysis

and mean variance reports from the diversion trials.
Although this new multi-bucket representation of variance

markedly differed from our prior Bloomberg stimulus, both de-

pictions of variance involved overt motion (up/down motion of

the Bloomberg stimulus, left/right motion in the highlighted

buckets). Therefore, without further experiments, we cannot

exclude that eye muscle fatigue caused the after-effect. To con-

trol for this and learn whether the variance after-effect would

persist without motion in the display, we devised a new variance

display that consisted of only a single bucket on screen at any

one time. Here, only the number of balls in the single bucket

changed over time to represent sequences of numbers drawn

from normal distributions with SDs of 4 (high), 0.5 (low), and

1.3 (medium). The task thus required only central fixation by

the participants; no eye movement (up/down or left/right) was

involved. The task was otherwise the same as the multi-bucket

experiment. See Movie S3 and Figure 3A.

57 subjects participated in the new experiment, and again the

majority showed the predicted after-effect (Figure 3B). The re-
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ported variance was unambiguously higher after low than after

high according to our tests (Welch t test: t = 2.91, p = 0.002).

Our data thus far show an after-effect in three different visual

depictions of variance (Bloomberg, multi-bucket, and single

bucket). Although this suggests that adaptation emerges after

sensory processing, it remains possible that two visual features,

visual motion [6] and numerosity [10, 13], were carrying these

after-effects within each of our three different paradigms. To

assess whether this was true, we combined the single- and

multi-bucket paradigms, one in the exposure phase and the

other in the test phase, to measure any generalization between

these two different depictions of variance. If, with this heteroge-

neous experimental design, the after-effect generalizes from one

representation of variance to the other, then it is unlikely that the

after-effect reflects adaptation to a visual feature like motion or

numerosity. A new group of 44 participants first viewed the

single-bucket representation during the exposure period fol-

lowed by the multi-bucket stimulus in the test phase. See Movie

S4 and Figure 4A.



Figure 4B shows the data from the mixed-design generaliza-

tion experiment. Again the majority of participants showed

the variance after-effect, i.e., they rated perceived variance

in the test phase as being lower after exposure to high vari-

ance than after exposure to low variance (Welch t test:

t = 2.51, p = 0.007). There was also an effect of response latency

in the mixed generalization experiment. However, response

latency alone cannot explain the after-effect in these data (see

Table S2A).

In summary, using three different representations of variance,

a test of generalization across different depictions of variance,

and two robustness checks, we provide strong and consistent

evidence that after-effects exist for the property of variance.

Adaptation after-effects are commonly thought to imply the

existence of neurons that respond selectively for the adapted

feature [14], which is supported by data showing that adaptation

and after-effects for basic visual features parallel the estab-

lished selectivity of single neurons in early visual areas

[15, 16]. To provide behavioral evidence for neurons selective

for the high-level feature of variance, one must demonstrate

that adaptation to variance is not contingent on a single low-

level feature, but rather transpires across several low-level fea-

tures (e.g., color, motion, and orientation). Here we demonstrate

the invariance of the variance after-effect to changes in low-level

visual features. For three different multi-feature displays, and

indeed across two different forms of variance representation,

our findings demonstrate that perceived variance is subject to

adaptation occurring beyond the level of sensory motion or

numerosity processing.

Our results raise a number of further questions. First, the neu-

ral underpinnings of this behavioral after-effect are unclear.

Recent work hints at the possibility that motion variance might

be susceptible to after-effects, by reporting adaptation tomotion

variance in neural coding of fly cells [11]. However, these findings

are only indicative of potential variance after-effects in human

judgment of variance, inasmuch as the strength of adaptation

appears quite muted for prolonged adaptation durations

(e.g., �40 s); in our study, we see marked after-effects for adap-

tation periods of 50 s. Furthermore, the variance after-effect that

we demonstrate operates across multiple visual features, e.g.,

motion and numerosity, whereas adaptation to variance in [11]

concerns only motion. Hence, it remains unclear whether such

adaptation could generate the behavioral after-effects that we

report here. Accordingly, more work is needed to uncover the

neural mechanism of variance after-effects.

Uncovering the neural underpinnings of variance after-effects

would also help flesh out its mechanisms. Plausible mecha-

nisms include imbalance in the firing rate of neurons coding in

opponent directions as a result of neuronal adaptation or

‘‘fatigue,’’ as described by opponent process theory (for a re-

view, see [17]); adaptation as norm-based encoding, in which

neurons adjust to the mean stimulus level, which confers a num-

ber of functional advantages to the observer [18, 19]; and

homeostasis [20], in which the brain tries to maintain balance,

so when pushed into a high variance state, the brain tries to

counter-balance this by inducing the opposite representation

(namely, low variance).

Of note, the current findings cannot be explained by most

standard learning models (e.g., [21, 22]), which all predict the
occurrence of positive priming [23, 24] in the current paradigm,

i.e., a congruent bias in variance assessment (high variance

exposure leads the agent to judge variance as high), not oppo-

nency as we observe here (an exception is the standard oper-

ating procedures [SOP] theory [25], which in our setting predicts

neither priming nor opponency, but uniformly biased perception

of the test stimulus—variance reports would be likely to be

biased on average both upward and downward). The agent in

such learning models adjusts the most recent variance expecta-

tion based on the prediction error (difference between realized

and expected variance), thereby expecting high variance after

prolonged exposure to high variance. Similarly, after prolonged

exposure to low variance, variance assessment of the test

stimulus is biased downward. In this account, learning and adap-

tation are thus two antagonistic forces, distorting variance

assessment of the test stimulus in opposite directions.

Another implication of our findings is that variance after-

effects may impact investor behavior and hence have a mean-

ingful impact on asset prices and market dynamics. Preliminary

results show that such after-effects are evident in investors’

perception of S&P 500 volatility and cause significant distortions

of S&P 500 options prices [12]. This contrasts with conventional

economic theory, which assumes no biases in risk perception.

Importantly, almost all risk measures, including systematic risk

in the capital asset pricing model [26, 27] and downside risk

measures such as value at risk [28], are related to variance

and therefore should be affected by variance perception.

Thus, our results have wide-reaching implications for the busi-

ness community.

That the after-effect prevails in real-world financial markets is

also important as reassurance that our after-effect does not

reflect a ‘‘decisional bias’’ from explicit stimulus ratings [29]. Un-

like our task designs, which involve subjects rating the variance

of stimuli, the real-world data are ratings free. When using a rat-

ing paradigm, as we have in our experiments, there is always the

possibility that subjects’ reports of the test stimulus could be

anchored to the adapting stimulus, which may serve as a refer-

ence point. Although we specifically designed the task instruc-

tions to avoid such a bias (see the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures), one cannot exclude it without further analysis,

such as the follow-up finding that the after-effect also occurs

outside of the lab. Another indication that our data are not driven

by anchoring is that variance reports in the diversion trials were

almost always correct (see Table S2B), which further suggests

that subjects categorized the stimuli using the definitions that

we provided and not the prior adapting stimulus.

Finally, the current study may help to understand the phenom-

enon of ‘‘rogue trading,’’ which has received considerable atten-

tion in recent years. It has been proposed that rogue traders have

an exacerbated appetite for risk fuelled by management over-

sights and regulatory pitfalls. Our findings point to a complemen-

tary root cause, namely, adaptation to chronically high levels of

risk and possible subsequent ‘‘risk blindness.’’
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

two figures, two tables, and four movies and can be found with this article

online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2016.04.023.
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